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Beard & Ors v Coffs Coast State Park Trust (Residential Parks) [2009] NSWCTTT 618 (18 November 2009)

CONSUMER, TRADER & TENANCY TRIBUNAL
Residential Parks Division


FILE NO.:

RP 09/23367 & Ors

APPLICANTS:

Stephen & Rhonda Beard & Ors

RESPONDENT:

Coffs Coast State Park Trust

APPLICATION:

That a rent increase is excessive

APPEARANCES:

Ms F Urquhart on behalf of the applicants
Mr S Moore on behalf of the respondent

HEARING:

10 July 2009 & 6 November 2009

LEGISLATION:

Residential Parks Act 1998, s 57



ORDERS


	Pursuant to s 58 of the Residential Parks Act 1998 the rent payable per week by the applicants from 1 July 2009 for a period of 12 months is to increase by $6.00 per week to $81.70 and $88.20 as is relevant.


	Any amount of rent which has been overpaid as a result of order 1 is to be refunded to the applicants.



REASONS FOR DECISION


Background

Park Beach Holiday Park is a mixed use park located on Crown Reserve at Park Beach, Coffs Harbour.  It is run by the Coffs Coast State Park Trust which also operates other facilities, including caravan parks, in the Coffs Harbour area.  The Trust is managed by Coffs Harbour City Council.  

There are 78 residential sites at Park Beach Holiday Park contained within two sections, one an older section comprising mostly vans and annexes and the other a newer section comprising primarily manufactured homes.  The rent charged in each section of the park is the same.  The park has a large tourist component in addition to the residential sites.

On 15 April 2009 the park owner issued notices to all residents in the park that their rent would be increased.  Under the notice the rent for residents paying $75.70 per week increased by $9.30 per week to $85.00 per week from 1 July 2009.  The rent payable by residents, paying $82.20 per week, increased by $7.30 per week to $89.50 per week from the same date.  The lower rent is paid for sites occupied by a single person.  40 applications to the Tribunal from residents of the park seek an order from the Tribunal that the rent increase notified by the park owner is excessive.  A schedule of the applications is attached to these reasons.

There is no dispute that each of the applicants is a resident under a residential tenancy agreement within the meaning of the Residential Parks Act 1998 (the Act) and has standing to make the current application.  No issue has been raised as to the validity of the notice of rent increase and the Tribunal has jurisdiction to deal with the applications.  

The proceedings

As the issues relevant to all applications are essentially the same, the applications were dealt with together.  All matters were listed for conciliation and hearing on 10 July 2009.  The parties were unable to reach an agreement and the hearing was commenced on that day.  The next hearing was adjourned by consent of the parties due to the respondent’s unavailability.  The hearing was concluded on 6 November 2009.

The factors to be considered in rent increase applications

Section 57 of the Act sets out the matters to which the Tribunal may have regard in determining whether a rent increase payable under a residential tenancy agreement is excessive.  The evidence of both parties was directed towards these matters as set out below.  Some factors were not considered by the parties to be relevant and consequently no evidence was led in respect of those matters and they have not been considered.

General market level of rents for comparable premises (s 57(a))

Under this factor an assessment of the general market level of rents for comparable premises in the same park or in other parks in the locality or a similar locality is required.  

There are three levels of rent in the park.  After the increase, those levels are $85.00 (paid for sites occupied by a single person); $89.50 and $98.00.  Rent of $98.00 per week is paid by new residents entering the park.  The park owner pointed out that just under 50% of residents are not challenging the increase.  The park owner also said that there are no vacant sites within the park and there is a waiting list for new entrants.

Park Beach Holiday Park is a well maintained park with good amenities.  There is a large swimming pool and water slide, a tennis court, BBQs in each residential area, a games room and children’s playground and a jumping pillow.  The residents state that not all facilities are available to them, a matter disputed by the park owner.  A small bone of contention is the fact that residents pay to use the swimming pool while tourists do not.  The park manager, Jason Bailey, explained that the fee had been introduced some years ago as a result of negotiations with residents.  The fee was in lieu of a larger rent increase at the time.

Both parties referred to a large number of parks in the Coffs Harbour and surrounding areas.  The residents stated that none of the parks referred to be in fact similar to Park Beach Holiday Park, as either the location or the amenities provided, are not comparable.  The park owner provided a lengthy list of parks from Nelsons Bay up to Tweed Heads.  The list showed that the rent payable at Park Beach Holiday Park sits somewhere in the middle of the range of rents payable in these parks.
 
Value of the residential premises (s 57(b))

The residents stated that the park owner was exempt from paying land tax in respect of the park.  The park owner states that the exemption cited by the applicant does not apply to the park.  It is not clear to me what relevance the land tax issue has to this factor.

The park owner stated that the value of the residential premises was difficult to quantify due to its location on Crown Reserve.

Past rent increases (s 57(c))

All parties acknowledged that past rent increases have been modest being $2.10 per week for the past three years and $1.50 per week for the previous three years.

The park owner produced graphs showing that the revenue per site for residential sites has increased at a far slower rate than the revenue per tourist site.

A general price index (s 57(d))

Both parties referred to the Sydney CPI which rose 3.8% over the year to December 2008.  The increase or decrease in the CPI over a particular period is calculated by measuring the change in the price of a “basket” of goods and services over that period.  The basket contains a wide range of goods and services.  The park owner pointed out that the rent component of the housing sub-group within the “basket” had increased by 8.4% over the year.

The park owner also referred to the Producer Price Index for the service industries for the relevant period.


Cost of services provided under the residential tenancy agreement (s 57(g))

The residents state that minimal services are provided.  The park owner, on the other hand, submitted a lengthy list of the services provided and some information as to costs.  The park owner acknowledged that it is difficult to apportion costs between the residential sections of the park and the tourist sections.  It sought to demonstrate, however, in a variety of ways, that revenue gained from residents’ site fees is not keeping pace with expenditure.

Any other relevant matter (s 57(k))

Long term residency in the older section of the park is to be phased out under a Management Plan for the park.  At the present time residents in that section of the park are not able to replace or significantly upgrade the structure of their dwelling.  They are, however, able to sell their dwellings and assign their agreements.

The park owner stressed the purpose for which businesses, including Park Beach Holiday Park, are operated by the Coffs Coast State Park Trust.  The business operations of the Trust generate revenue through the provision of certain services.  All profits from such businesses are allocated to projects within the State Park.  The park owner provided a list of recently funded projects, all of which appear extremely worthwhile.

The park owner also pointed out that, unlike operators of parks on private land, the Trust is required to contribute 5% of all revenue generated to the Public Reserves Management Fund.  For 2008/09 this amount is approximately $15,000.00 in respect of long term residents at Park Beach Holiday Park.

Conclusion

As noted above, the Act sets out a range of factors which the Tribunal may have regard to in determining whether a rent increase is excessive.  The factors set out in section 57 are not necessarily ranked in order of importance.  All are factors which the Tribunal may take into account.  

The Tribunal’s task is to take into account the evidence that has been presented in relation to the factors set out in s 57 and then to decide whether, on balance, the rent increase is excessive.  It must also be borne in mind that what is under consideration is not the rent itself but the increase in rent.  In these matters the increase is $7.30 and $9.30 per week.

While a lot of information has been supplied about other residential parks, much of it is of little utility in determining comparability with like premises.  The majority of parks referred to are not in the same or similar locality to Park Beach Holiday Park or are of a different character.  Nevertheless, the material supplied does show that rents in Park Beach Holiday Park are in the mid range of the parks nominated by the parties.  I am mindful that new residents are paying $98.00 per week.

Park Beach Holiday Park has a good range of facilities and, as noted above, is very well maintained.  Residents made no complaint about the standard of the park or maintenance.  While many residents, as the park owner has pointed out, have accepted the rent increase, a significant number have made application to the Tribunal.  

The rent increase is significantly above the Consumer Price Index for the relevant period but I am mindful that past rent increases have been very low for a long period of time.  While I take Mr Moore’s point that the rent component of the CPI shows that rents have increased by 8.4% over the year, s 57(d) refers to a general price index not components within the index.

It is clear from the material provided by the park owner that park expenditure has increased at a greater rate than income from site fees.  The residents’ argument that very little is expended on the residential sections of the park is clearly erroneous.  Expenditure on all areas has either a direct or indirect benefit in that it is either a direct service, such as waste removal, or indirect as it benefits the park as a whole, for example the general maintenance of the park adds to is amenity.

The park owner’s arguments, however, with respect to the lag in revenue from long term sites as a proportion of overall revenue when compared to the income generated from tourist sites, is of marginal relevance.  There is nothing to say that income from different aspects of the business has to increase at the same rate.  For a start, the market for each side of the business is different.

While the purpose for which the Trust has been established is acknowledged as is the good use to which funds generated by the Trust are put, this is not a matter which is of great relevance to determining whether the rent increase is excessive.  The use to which any profit made by any park owner is put is not a matter for consideration.  

The increase in the rent is significant, particularly for rent at the lower level where the increase is in the order of 12%.  Taking into account the above matters I am satisfied that the increase is excessive.  Orders are made under s 58 of the Act that the rent is to be increased by an amount of $6.00 per week.  Any amount of rent overpaid by the applicants is to be refunded.


Kay Ransome
Chairperson
Consumer, Trader & Tenancy Tribunal
18 November 2009



Schedule of Applicants

FILE NO
APPLICANT NAME
09/23367
Stephen & Rhonda Beard
09/23370
Marilyn & Terrence Bourke
09/23379
Sue Shields & Kevin Fryer
09/23384
Ken & Karen Gerke
09/23390
Robert Charles
09/23392
Rita M Groennou
09/23393
Philip & Norah Coppola
09/23395
Colleen Gunn
09/23398
Patrick Gunn
09/23401
David Grilley
09/23404
Julia Merkel
09/23406
Ralph Hall
09/23407
John Muggridge
09/23408
Albert & Deanna Hart
09/23410
Daniel Kelly
09/23413
Doris Holdsworth
09/23428
Eleuterio & Linda Navarro
09/23430
Rodney & Aleta Pennell
09/23435
Alan Robinson
09/23438
Jeanette & Arthur Smidt
09/23448
John & Joyce Smidt
09/23458
Bruce & Zena Smidt
09/23469
John Smith
09/23474
Brian Stone
09/23482
John & Shirley Teague
09/23523
Margaret Tyler
09/23532
Leonard & Carmen Williams
09/23533
Raymond & Francesca Williams
09/23539
Graham & Roma Winn
09/23541
Zoe Wilson
09/23569
David Kirk
09/23572
Jo Irvine
09/23583
Graham & Helen Lilley
09/23585
Mark McDonald
09/23589
Victor Melnyczenko
09/23590
D Hill & J Morley
09/23596
Zeita Hicks
09/23600
Gary & Glenda Harris
09/23603
WH Kayser
09/23605
Doris Hunter


